LAMBI NG

SIGNS OF LAMBING

There are several signs to show that a ewe is in the early
stages of labour. The ewe will usually do the following:
Go to a quiet corner and start ‘nesting’,
Paw the ground with her front feet,
Lick her lips,
Talk to herself as though she has already had her lambs,
And repeatedly stand up and turn in circles before
lying down again.

THE BIRTH
Before the lamb is born, two water bags will appear. One of the water bags has protected the head of the
unborn lamb in the womb, and the other protected its body. These often burst when the ewe stands up and
sits down.
When a lamb is born it ‘dives out’. Its two front feet are closely followed by its nose. A lamb is always
born with its tongue sticking out! By ‘diving’, the lamb has a streamline position, easing the process of
labour.
When the lamb is positioned correctly, the ewe is left to have her lamb without assistance. If the lamb is
either very large or the ewe is very tight, a helping hand is often required.
If a lamb is coming head first (without its
two front feet) or backwards, then the ewe
will often require help. A shepherd (or
shepherdess!) can quickly identify if the
feet are front or back feet- front feet point
upwards, and back feet point down.
The ewe will lick the lambs after birth to
clean and dry them from the lambing fluids.
This also stimulates the lamb to ‘get going’
and provides extra nutrition to herself.

SCANNI NG

Ewes are often scanned to determine how many lambs they are carrying. An ultrasound
scanner is used, similar to that used when scanning a pregnant woman (but there is no gel or
bed!). The ewe will walk into a ‘crate’ and stand whilst the operator moves the probe over
the skin in front of the udder, and the resulting picture can be seen on the screen. Coloured
stock marker paint is put on the ewe’s back to clearly show how many lambs were seen in the
scanning process. Ewes are scanned 70-85 days through their pregnancy to gain an accurate
result. A professional scanner can scan 200 ewes every hour!
Farmers scan their sheep to identify those that are barren (not in lamb), and those that are
carrying singles or multiple lambs. Barren ewes are sold as cull ewes for winter mutton,
where the remaining ewes are grouped depending on how many lambs they are carrying.
Ewes can then be fed appropriate amounts of food. A single will require less food compared
to a ewe carrying twins or more. This prevents overfeeding, which not only saves money, but
also prevents ewes from becoming over fat which increases the risks of lambing
complications.
Ideally all ewes will rear twins. By scanning the ewes, the farmer will know when a single
is lambing, and can therefore be ready for adopting an orphan or triplet lamb onto the ewe.

NEW BORN LAMBS

When a lamb has been licked clean and dry by the ewe, the
umbilical cord is sprayed with iodine to help prevent infection.
They can also be given a supplement sprayed into their mouth for
nutritional support. This is especially useful when ewes are
lambing indoors where the risk of disease and infection is a little
higher.

The ewe’s udder is also checked to ensure she is producing milk
for her lamb. The first milk she produces after a lamb is born is
called colostrum. This milk is higly nutritious and essential for
the lamb to receive. Lambs are usually checked after a few hours
to make sure that they have full tummies! Then we know that the
lamb has had a good drink. A good way to check that a lamb is healthy,
is to pick it up whilst it has been asleep and stand it on its feet. It should then have a good stretch and
curl its back!
After 24- 48 hours, a small rubber ring is needed to dock the tail. This helps to prevent fly strike
(maggot) problems during the summer. After a couple of weeks the end of the tail below the ring will
fall off.
The ewe and her lambs will also be numbered. One colour is used for singles and one for twins. This
is so we can identify which lambs belong to which ewe and how many lambs a ewe should be looking
after.
Some lambs who are
struggling to drink from
their mother will need a
helping hand! The ewe is
milked by hand, and this
milk is then bottle or tube
fed to the lamb to ensure
it gets the vital colostrum
milk within the first few
hours of birth. After 7-8 hours
the lamb can no longer digest
the colostrum milk to receive
its benefits, so getting the
lamb to drink in the first few
hours is essential.

Healthy New Born Lambs will be
standing and drinking milk from the
ewe within half an hour.

AD OP T I ON
If a ewe has triplets, the smaller lamb is usually taken away and
adopted onto a ewe that has either lost her lambs or only had a single
lamb. Ewes can rear triplets, but because they only have two teats,
the smaller of the lamb is often pushed away from the udder by its
bigger siblings. The extra milk production to feed a third lamb also
puts an added strain on the ewe.
A ewe will only accept an adopted lamb when it smells like her.
This can be done in a variety of ways.
WET ADOPTION
This is the easiest and most successful way of adopting a lamb. Wet
adoption is when a lamb is adopted onto a ewe whilst she is lambing.
The orphan lamb is dunked in water to make it wet, and then led by
the ewe’s bottom. It is covered from head to foot in the lambing fluid
from the water bags and from the ewes own new lamb. By doing this,
the farmer is making the adopted lamb smell like the ewe. When a
lamb is adopted onto a ewe that is having a single lamb, she is
introduced to the adopted lamb first. Once she has bonded with the
adopted lamb (approximately 5-10 minutes) she is then introduced
to her own lamb. By doing this she would have already accepted the
adopted lamb, thinking it was hers and she should then look after
and raise both her new lambs.
DRY ADOPTION
If a ewe has lost her lambs after lambing, then she is put into an
‘adopter ’. An adopter secures her head still and restricts her
movement. The ewe can stand up and down, but cannot turn around.
Consequently the adopted lambs can suckle off of the ewe, without
her running off and leaving them or pushing them away. After 2-3
days of drinking the ewe’s milk, the adopted lambs will start to
smell like the ewe and she should accept the lambs as hers, so she
can be let out of the adopter.

This ewe had quads (four
lambs). Two were successfully
adopted onto other ewes with
only one lamb, and she reared
the remaining two.

OESTRUS CYCLE

T UP P I NG

Oestrus is the phase when a ewe is receptive to the ram. This is the time
that she will stand for mating. A ewe will ovulate for approximately
24 to 36 hours and come into season every 17 days. When a ewe is cycling,
she will seek out the ram and stand still for him to mount her.

RADDLE HARNESS
Rams are fitted with a raddle harness which holds a special coloured crayon. A coloured mark is left on the
ewe after it has been ‘covered’ (tupped/ mated with the ram). This is a clear, accurate method of establishing
when a ewe was tupped. The colour of the crayon on the raddle harness is changed every week or fortnight
so that the ewes can be seperated into lambing groups according to their due date, fed the correct amount of
food for their unborn lambs and milk producing needs, and if necessary brought into the lambing barn before
lambing.

GESTATION
The gestation period for a sheep is 147 days. The last 4-6 weeks
of pregnancy is critical as this is when the majority of foetal
growth occurs. Nutrition in late pregnancy affects the size an
vigour of lambs and the milk producing ability of the ewe.
Ewes are usually given supplementary food during late
pregnancy to help meet the increased nutritional demands
placed on the ewe.
The breeding season of sheep is controlled by melatonin, a
hormone that is only produced during the hours of darkness. As
Autumn approaches, the days shorten and the nights lengthen
allowing the sheep to produce increasing amounts of this
hormone. Therefore, the majority of British sheep breeds come
into season from October through to December.
Rams produce sperm throughout the year but only become
sexually active as daylight hours decrease. The also become
more aggressive during this time, especially when they are
running with the ewes.

SUFFOLK RAM

DID YOU KNOW?
Dorset ewes, like at Roves Farm,
are the only British breed of
sheep to cycle naturally and
therefore lamb all year round!

